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Abstract

The research on action understanding has achieved sig-
nificant progress with the establishment of various bench-
mark datasets. However, the results of action understanding
are far from satisfactory in practice. One reason is that the
existing action datasets ignore the existence of many hard
negative samples in real-world scenarios, which are usually
undefined confusion actions, e.g., holding a pen near the
mouth vs. smoking. In this work, we focus on the common
actions in our daily life and present a novel Common Daily
Action Dataset (CDAD), which consists of 57,824 video
clips of 23 well-defined common daily actions with rich
manual annotations. Particularly, for each daily action, we
collect not only diverse positive samples but also various
hard negative samples that have minor differences (share
similarities) in action with the positive ones. The estab-
lished CDAD dataset could not only serve as a benchmark
for several important daily action understanding tasks, in-
cluding multi-label action recognition, temporal action lo-
calization, and spatial-temporal action detection, but also
provide a testbed for researchers to investigate the influ-
ence of highly similar negative samples in learning action
understanding models. Datasets and codes are available:
https://github.com/MartinXM/CDAD.

1. Introduction

Action understanding is an important field in computer
vision, which aims to understand the what, when and where
of human actions. Action recognition, temporal action lo-
calization and spatial-temporal detection are the three im-
portant subtasks of action understanding. In recent years,
many methods have been proposed for action understand-
ing. For example, TSN [45], I3D [2], P3D [35], TSM [26],
Slowfast [7] are proposed for efficient spatial-temporal ac-
tion modeling; BSN [28], BMN [27] and G-TAD [51] are
proposed to predict the precise boundaries for temporal ac-
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Figure 1. Crowd-worker with different actions under the same
background. First row: (a) is a positive sample of the target ac-
tion “raise hand”, while (b) “scratch head” and (c) “touch head”
are its negative samples. Second row: (d) is a positive sample of
the target action “write”, while (e) “spin a pen” and (f) “drop a
pen” are its negative samples. We also illustrate the classification
boundaries of models trained by different datasets.

tion localization; and YOWO [20], LFB [49], CRCNN [50],
STEP [54] and T-CNN [14] are proposed for efficient detec-
tion of spatial-temporal action tubes.

Action datasets play an important role for the develop-
ment of action understanding. Kinetics [19] and something-
something [11] boost significantly the study on action
recognition. ActivityNet [1], HACS [56] and FineGym [39]
enable the study on temporal action localization. AVA [12]
provides bounding box annotations for spatial-temporal ac-
tion detection. The statistics of existing popular datasets
are summarized in Table 1. With these datasets, researchers
have developed many action understanding methods for ac-
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tion recognition [2, 4, 7, 8, 24, 26, 31, 33, 35, 38, 41, 44, 44–
46, 53, 58, 60], temporal action localization [3, 25, 27–30,
47, 52, 53, 55, 57, 59], and spatial-temporal action detec-
tion [14, 20, 49, 50, 54]; however, there remains a gap be-
tween these public action understanding datasets and the
real-world application scenarios.

Taking daily action understanding as an example, be-
sides the target actions that we are interested in, there are
numerous undefined “negative” actions that are very similar
to the target actions. For example, in Figure 1, only “raise
hand” in (a) and “write” in (d) are target actions, while oth-
ers are similar-looking negative actions of them. Unfortu-
nately, these negative actions have a huge impact on the ac-
tion recognition performance during the testing stage. The
reason behind this is that using the positive samples alone is
not sufficient to learn the robust boundary of actions. Fig-
ure 1 shows the ideal boundary for action “raise hand” in the
blue circle. If we only collect data that belong to target ac-
tions for model training, the learned classification boundary
would be the “red line”, and the learned model is unable to
differentiate similar-looking negative samples, e.g. “scratch
head” and “raise hand”.

To our best knowledge, most of the existing action un-
derstanding datasets only have positive samples for the tar-
get actions, ignoring the collection of negative samples.
Something-something [11] collected samples of “pretend to
do something” for several actions but not in a systematic
way. In addition, there lacks a dataset especially collected
for common daily action understanding, which is very im-
portant for understanding our daily life. To address these is-
sues, we establish a large-scale common daily action dataset
(CDAD), which has several distinguishing features.

• Informative support samples. The action samples are
collected in groups, and each positive action sample
is coupled with similar-looking negative action sam-
ples. These support samples define the fine-grained
class boundaries close to ideal class boundaries, as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.

• Fine-grained spatial-temporal definition and annota-
tion. We provide a precise spatial-temporal definition
for each action and rich annotations. Therefore, multi-
ple tasks can be learned on the dataset.

• Decoupling of actions, person identities and scenes. In
each group, the target action and its associated negative
actions are collected with the same person and back-
ground scene. In addition, various target actions are
collected at the same scene, which enables the learning
process to focus on actions rather than person identities
or background.

Overall, the established CDAD dataset consists of
57,824 videos of 23 types of common daily actions. Sev-

eral negative support samples are collected for each positive
support sample to learn more accurate class boundaries. We
collect rich annotations for CDAD, including multi-class
action labels, start-end time, and spatial bounding box of
the actions. Extensive experiments are conducted to in-
vestigate the influence of negative samples, and the results
demonstrate that introducing negative samples during test-
ing will significantly influence the performance of models
on all tasks, while utilizing negative samples during training
could benefit both action classification and localization.

2. Related Work

Existing action understanding datasets can be roughly di-
vided into two categories depending on the richness of an-
notations: action recognition datasets and action detection
datasets. A detailed comparison can be found in Table 1.

2.1. Action recognition dataset

Coarse-grained action recognition dataset. For
coarse-grained action recognition, the richness, quality and
diversity of the datasets have been greatly improved in re-
cent years. HMDB51 [22] and UCF101 [42] are early at-
tempts to enrich the action classes and video volumes to
support training deep models. In recent years, large-scale
datasets such as THUMOS [15], Sports-1M [18], Kinet-
ics [19] and Moments in Time [32] have been proposed.
These datasets greatly promote the development of action
recognition methods. However, all these datasets focus on
coarse-grained action recognition. The inter-classes bound-
aries learned on these datasets are only useful for distin-
guishing the positive samples, but less useful for recogniz-
ing the similar-looking negative actions, which are com-
monly seen in real-world applications. What’s more, the
background context often tangles with actions in model
learning.

Fine-grained action recognition dataset. Fine-grained
action datasets [6, 9, 11, 21, 38] focus on subtle details
of actions. This is reflected by the fine-grained action
labels [11, 39] and sub-actions [6, 9, 21, 38, 39]. Espe-
cially, something-something [11] and Charades [40] focus
on daily human-object interaction actions. Breakfast [21],
MPII-Cooking [37], and Epic-kitchens-100 [5] provide an-
notations for individual steps of various cooking activities.
These fine-grained datasets provide more detailed annota-
tions, which greatly promote the study of action recognition
at a finer level. The similar-looking sub-actions in these
datasets help define fine-grained class boundaries. How-
ever, these datasets have two problems: 1) Not every action
has similar-looking sub-actions and many classes are vastly
different in semantic and motion; 2) In the real-world case,
similar-looking actions are often undefined due to their di-
versity. Therefore, we tag datasets with sub-actions or sim-
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Anno. Type Dataset Videos Class Total duration(min) IPC Negative sample Datasource Year

Category Kinetics400 [19] 306k 400 50k 765 No Internet 2017
SthSthv1 [11] 108k 174 7.3k 620 Partial Crowdsourcing 2017

MPII-Cooking2 [37] 273 88 1.6k 158 Partial Self-recorded 2012
Breakfast [21] 433 50 180 61 Partial Self-recorded 2014

Category THUMOS14 [17] 413 20 1.7k 21 No Internet 2014
Temporal ActivityNet-1.3 [1] 19,994 200 40k 150 No Internet 2015

Charades [40] 9,848 157 4.9k 63 Partial Crowdsourcing 2016
HACS-1.1 [56] 49,581 200 124k 694 No Internet 2019

FineGym-1.1 [39] 12,818 530 9.8k 97 Partial Internet 2020

UCF-sports [36] 150 10 5.3 15 No Internet 2008
ADL [34] 20 18 600 22 Partial Crowdsourcing 2012

Category J-HMDB [22] 928 21 22 44 No Internet 2013
Temporal UCF101-24 [42] 3207 24 385 134 No Internet 2017

Spatial AVA [12] 430 80 6.5k 1013 No Internet 2018
Epic-kitchens-100 [5] 700 4,053 6k 22 Partial Self-recorded 2020

CDAD (ours) 57,824 23 12.9k 1577 Collected Crowdsourcing 2021

Table 1. Comparison of different video datasets, including annotation type, video clip and class number, total video duration, instance per
class (IPC), negative sample, datasource and publication year.

ilar action categories as “partial” in “negative sample” col-
umn in Table 1.

Our dataset addresses the above issues by relieving the
background influences and collecting balanced positive and
negative video samples. The details of our dataset construc-
tion process can be found in Sec. 3.

2.2. Action detection dataset
Temporal action detection dataset. THUMOS14 [17]

is an early attempt of constructing dataset for temporal ac-
tion detection. ActivityNet [1] and HACS [56] are recently
developed large-scale temporal action detection datasets,
which contain activity classes that belong to 7 different top-
level categories: personal care, eating and Drinking, house-
hold, caring and Helping, working, socializing and leisure
and sports and exercises. FineGym [39] is a fine-grained
dataset that provides three semantic level action classes and
sub-action annotations on gymnastic videos. Unlike previ-
ous datasets, our CDAD provides 30,000 well-defined tem-
poral annotations for commonly seen daily actions. In addi-
tion, the collected negative samples help define clear bound-
aries for target action instances, which are valuable for both
research and industrial applications.

Spatial-temporal action detection dataset. In recent
years, some datasets [12,16,42] have been developed to pro-
vide both action bounding boxes and temporal annotations
for spatial-temporal action detection. J-HMDB [16] gives
comprehensive annotations per frame and boosts the early
researches on spatial-temporal action detection. UCF101-
24 [42] provides spatial-temporal annotation for a subset
of UCF101. AVA [12] conducts a semi-auto annotation
process. AVA generates a large amount of person bound-
ing boxes by faster-RCNN, and tracklets by linking bound-

ing boxes using Hungarian algorithm [23]. The generated
bounding boxes and tracklets are then validated by anno-
tators. ADL [34] contains spatial temporal annotations
for egocentric actions. Our dataset differs from previous
ones in annotation scale, granularity, and precision. CDAD
provides over 200,000 manually annotated, well-defined
bounding boxes for actions in five categories.

3. The CDAD dataset
In this section, we introduce in detail the dataset con-

struction process of CDAD, including data collection, data
cleaning, preprocessing and annotation. The illustration of
annotation tools, video samples, details of experiment set-
tings and analysis will be provided in the supplementary
materials. The full dataset and codes will be released for
research purpose.

3.1. Data collection, cleaning and preprocessing

We choose 23 indoor daily actions as our target actions.
These actions are selected for two reasons. First, they are
common and meaningful daily actions for both research and
practical applications. Second, there exists a large amount
of similar-looking undefined negative actions for these tar-
get actions, which will degrade the performance of models
in real-world applications.

Many existing video datasets collect videos from on-
line video websites using keyword searching. However, we
found that such a data collection method has two drawbacks
in our case. 1) It is hard to describe possible similar-looking
negative actions using keywords. 2) It is hard to collect ac-
tions with the same background scene and by the same per-
son to disentangle target action from background and per-
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Figure 2. Distribution of the number of action instances and videos per class.

son identities. Therefore, we choose using crowd-sourcing
website and ask users to upload videos.

In order to collect desired high-quality data, we use sev-
eral data collection strategies. First, disentangle actions
from person identities. Crowd-workers are asked to upload
positive action samples as well as similar-looking negative
action samples by the same person. As shown in Figure 1,
only (a) and (d) are positive samples for target classes, while
others are negative samples. Second, disentangle actions
from scenes. Crowd-workers are asked to record action
samples with the same scene for each action group, em-
phasizing the focused actions rather than the background.
Third, diverse negative actions. We provide precise defini-
tions for the positive actions, while collecting diverse neg-
ative samples for the target actions defined by individual
crowd workers. Using all the strategies above, we collected
a high-quality and informative dataset for human daily ac-
tion understanding.

In the data cleaning stage, annotators are asked to strictly
follow our data collecting policies and carefully check
videos to remove those with the following problems: unre-
lated to our topic, containing watermarks, redundant, low-
resolution, poor image quality, recorded at abnormal or poor
conditions, with copy-right issues. After data cleaning, we
resize the videos’ spatial resolution to the long side of 1280
regarding the original width/height ratio. The FPS of videos
are kept the same as the original ones. For videos exceeding
30 FPS, we re-encode the videos to 30 FPS.

3.2. Action instance definition

Generally speaking, an action instance can be defined
from two different perspectives: spatial and temporal.

Action instance definition. Different from previous
datasets, which provide only vague full-body annotation,
we collect fine-grained spatial annotations for the action.
We divide daily actions into four categories: half-body ac-
tion, full-body action, human-object interaction action and
multi-person action. For half-body action, such as “raise
hand”, annotators are asked to annotate the upper body
bounding box. For full-body action such as “lie”, anno-
tators are asked to annotate the full-body bounding box.
For human-object interaction action such as “call/answer a

phone”, upper body and object should be included in the
bounding box. For actions such as “sweep”, the bounding
box should include full body and object. For multi-person
action, such as “shake hands”, the bounding box needs to
contain both persons. We provide a detailed illustration of
action type, bounding box type, and bounding box number
for all actions in the supplementary materials.

We use clear signals to determine the start and end
frames of the action. If the actor do the same action sev-
eral times during the video, we annotate them as different
action instances with the same label. If the interval of two
consecutive action instances is less than one second, we la-
bel them as one action instance.

Action instance annotation. Every positive video sam-
ple contains several action instances. The annotation for ev-
ery action instance A contains action label cls, action start
time ts, end time te and a series of bounding boxes of it:

A = (cls, ts, te, {b1, b2, ..., bN}),bi = [fi, xi1, yi1, xi2, yi2].

where fi are frame-id and (xi1, yi1), (xi2, yi2) are corner
coordinates. We provide one spatial annotation per second,
and for actions less than one second, the start, end and the
middle frame of the action instance are annotated for the
completeness of fast-tempo actions (e.g. jump).

3.3. Data annotation

As fine-grained daily action understanding aims to dif-
ferentiate between subtle daily actions, the quality of an-
notations is extremely important. In order to provide high-
quality annotations, we hire a professional annotation team
and conduct rigorous annotation. The whole annotation
process can be divided into five steps:

1) Annotation standard training. We provide annotators
with detailed annotation standard documents and train them
with the background knowledge and the spatial-temporal
definition of every action.

2) On-site demo. After annotators understand the anno-
tation standard, we give them on-site annotation demos to
clarify our annotation requirements.

3) Trial annotation. In this stage, annotators are asked
to annotate a sample set of videos. The annotation results
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Sweep
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Figure 3. Frame and annotation samples of CDAD, including multi-person action (e.g. shake hands, hug), single person action (e.g. raise
hand), human-object interaction action (e.g. smoke, sweep). Spatial-temporal annotations are provided for all actions. “Green” indicates
temporal annotation of action instances, “blue” represents background (no action), and red rectangles are spatial annotations.

are carefully checked to make sure their understanding of
annotation is correct.

4) Formal annotation. The formal annotation follows the
trial annotation. During the annotation, we create an online
discussion group for clarifying confusion cases in time.

5) Cross-validation. We conduct cross-validation when
the formal annotation ends. Every action instance is
checked by at least two annotators to ensure its correctness.

3.4. Dataset statistics and property

Finally, our CDAD dataset contains 57,824 videos of
23 action types, including 24,174 positive video samples
and 33,650 negative video samples. The duration of video
ranges from 8 to 21 seconds. We provide 36,271 action in-
stances and 212,151 action bounding boxes in total. The
dataset is split into train, validation and test in the ratio
of 8:1:1. We ensured that all videos provided by the same
crowd worker occur only in one split (train, validation, test).
In its current version, the dataset was generated by 3,866
crowd workers with an average of 621 workers per class.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of videos and
action instances per class. The average video per class is
903. The action “fight” has the minimum number of 228
videos, and the action “drink” has the maximum number
of 1,479 videos. The average number of action instance is
1,577 per class. The action “fight” also has the minimum
number of 255 action instances, and the action “raise hand”

has the maximum number of 2,471 action instances. Frame
samples from the collected videos are shown in Figure 3.

The videos of CDAD are recorded and uploaded by
crowd-workers. All the videos are of good resolution
(720P). The annotators are well trained and the annotation
results are double-checked to ensure consistency and qual-
ity. For every target action, crowd-workers are asked to up-
load one positive sample and two negative samples. These
negative samples are similar to the positive sample, which
provide rich information to decide the boundary of the tar-
get actions. For every positive video, we carefully annotate
the start-end time of actions as well as the spatial bounding
box for the action. The rich annotations enable many video
understanding tasks on our dataset.

4. Experiments

With the constructed CDAD dataset, we are able to con-
duct experiments on different tasks of human daily action
understanding, including multi-label classification, tempo-
ral action localization and spatial-temporal action detection.

4.1. Multi-label classification

Experiment setup. We employ the popular and repre-
sentative temporal segment network (TSN) [45] and tempo-
ral shift module (TSM) [26] for temporal modeling, and use
ResNet [13] as backbone to extract features of individual
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Method Backbone Frame N-test mAP

TSN resnet18
8 × 76.8

✓ 57.8

16 × 78.9
✓ 59.8

TSM
resnet18

8 × 82.1
✓ 62.7

16 × 85.4
✓ 66.8

resnet50
8 × 88.1

✓ 68.1

16 × 90.4
✓ 71.1

Table 2. Multi-label classification experiments on CDAD by mod-
els trained without negative samples. “N-test” represents whether
the negative samples are used in testing.

Method Backbone Frame N-train mAP Top1-err HL

TSN resnet18
8 × 57.8 37.4 0.023

✓ 58.4 20.2 0.017

16 × 59.8 36.5 0.023
✓ 60.4 19.3 0.017

TSM

resnet18
8 × 62.7 42.9 0.026

✓ 68.9 16.8 0.015

16 × 66.8 38.2 0.022
✓ 72.8 17.2 0.014

resnet50
8 × 68.1 42.5 0.024

✓ 72.3 16.4 0.013

16 × 71.1 43.6 0.025
✓ 76.5 16.8 0.013

Table 3. Multi-label classification experiments on CDAD by mod-
els tested with negative samples. “N-train” represents whether
negative samples are used in training.

frames. We average the obtained features for each frame in
the video to form the final encoding. We use uniform sam-
pling in TSN [45] and take 8 or 16 frames as inputs. The
networks were pre-trained on ImageNet. For multi-label
classification, we use sigmoid activation and binary cross-
entropy loss as the final loss function. The negative sam-
ples are used as samples with label to be full zeros. Based
on [43], we use example-based evaluation metric hamming
loss and ranking-based metrics mAP and Top1-error as our
evaluation metrics.

Results and analysis. We conduct experiments to vali-
date the roles of collected negative samples in our dataset.
There are two experimental settings. First, we train models
without the collected negative samples, and test the trained
models with and without the negative samples. Second, we
train models with the collected negative samples, and test
them with the negative samples.

The results of the first experiment are shown in Table 2.
We see that without negative samples in training, the test-
ing stage is largely influenced by negative samples. By in-
troducing negative samples in the query samples, the mAP
drops around 20% for all models. This indicates that if a
model is trained only by the positive samples, which is a

Eat DrinkSmoke Call/Answer a phoneRaise hand

a. Trained without negative samples b. Trained with negative samples 

Figure 4. Feature visualization of models trained w/w.o. negative
samples.

common practice in previous action datasets, it would per-
form poorly at the testing in real scenarios, where there are
a lot of undefined negative samples. As many negative ac-
tions are similar to target actions, many false positives (FP)
are expected to be reported by the trained model.

We further conduct experiments by introducing negative
samples to train the models. From Table 3, we can see
all the models achieve improvements on mAP and Top1-
error. Hamming loss (the lower the better) is significantly
decreased. This performance bump demonstrates the great
benefits of utilizing negative samples during training. The
robustness of the trained model is largely improved and FPs
are significantly reduced.

It is found that models with better temporal modeling
modules would achieve greater performance bump when
using negative samples for training. TSM-R18-8frame
achieves 6.2% improvements on mAP, while TSN-R18-
8frame only improves by 0.6%. Using more frames also
helps the learning of subtle differences between positive
and negative samples. For example, TSM-R18-16frame
achieves 3.9% performance improvements than TSM-R18-
8frame. The Top-error and HL begin to saturate when use
TSM-R50-16frame compared to 8frame models. In gen-
eral, models with better temporal modeling capabilities can
better differentiate positive and negative samples.

In Fig. 4, we show feature visualization results by t-SNE
of five similar-looking actions on validation set. TSM-R18-
8frame is used for both training settings. We can see that
features in b are more tightly aggregated than features in a.
Especially, in the rectangle areas, more samples are aggre-
gated in b than a, for action “call/answer a phone”. This
indicates negative samples “push” the positive actions fur-
ther from other confusing actions and closer to actions from
the same categories.

The APs of different classes by using negative samples
during the training of model TSM-R18-8frame are shown in
Figure 5. It can be seen that “throw”, “eat”, “use a phone”
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Method N-train N-test mAP@tIOU avg-mAP0.5 0.75 0.95

G-TAD
× × 44.96 37.44 16.66 35.72
× ✓ 29.58 25.52 12.60 24.33
✓ ✓ 32.23 27.39 13.50 26.18

BMN
× × 44.50 37.25 12.77 35.03
× ✓ 17.43 12.65 5.65 12.58
✓ ✓ 32.29 27.06 10.65 25.85

Table 4. Temporal action localization experiments on CDAD.

are the most difficult ones, due to the fast-tempo of actions
or small-size of objects. “nap on a desk” and “sweep” are
the easiest among these actions. Negative samples improve
the AP of all categories. The AP improvements of “point”,
“kick”, “smoke”, “throw” are very significant.

Feature analysis. To further illustrate the properties
of CDAD compared to former datasets such as Kinet-
ics, we conduct feature analysis on Charades with mod-
els pre-trained on Kinetics and CDAD. We use several ac-
tions as target actions (e.g. “eat”,“drink”), and cut video
clips and re-organize labels in Charades for our study
as these actions also appear in Charades, Kinetics, and
CDAD. For Charades, we select actions such as “Drink-
ing from a cup/glass/bottle” as positive category for “drink”,
and “Pouring something into a cup/glass/bottle”,“Putting a
cup/glass/bottle somewhere”, etc. as negative categories.
We apply the same strategy for other actions and create a
subset of Charades (more details can be found in supple-
mentary materials). TSM-R18-8frame pre-trained on Ki-
netics and CDAD is used to generate features separately.
We then use SVM for classification and plot the confusion
matrix of four classes (0:eat, 1:neg eat, 2:drink, 3:neg drink)
for visualization and analysis. The model pre-trained on
CDAD achieves 43.9 % accuracy, while models pre-trained
on Kinetics achieve 41.7%. Fig. 6 shows the confusion ma-
trix. On target labels 0 (eat) and 2 (drink), the model trained
on CDAD achieves 48.5% accuracy, with a 6.7% improve-
ment over the model trained on Kinetics. As pointed out in
[48], actions in Kinetics are highly correlated with scenes.
The experiments above indicate CDAD’s model can bet-
ter handle similar actions with the same scene. In Fig. 7,
we show some action samples from charades: a woman (a)
drinks water, (b) pours water, (c) eats a sandwich, and (d)
rubs mouth with a towel in the kitchen. The model pre-
trained on CDAD performs better under all these scenarios.
It is worth noting that Kinetics has much more videos than
CDAD, which indicates CDAD’s advantages in distinguish-
ing similar-looking confusion actions in daily life.

4.2. Temporal action localization

We then perform experiments to test the influence of col-
lected negative samples on action localization capability.
We follow the pipeline in previous works [27, 51] and con-
duct feature extraction, temporal proposal generation and

classification, respectively.
Feature extraction. We first train a video classification

model for frame-level feature extraction. We choose the
TSM model pre-trained on ImageNet with resnet50 back-
bone as our feature extractor. During training, we sample 8
frames in a randomly selected one-second time window in
a video clip, and use multi-label classification as the target
task to train the feature extractor. After training the model,
we extract frame-level features from a video clip by 0.2s
time step, and keep the output feature dimension to 256.

Temporal proposal generation. We apply BMN [27]
and G-TAD [51] for temporal action localization. BMN in-
tegrates the 2D confidence map and start/end score predic-
tion. G-TAD utilizes the temporal and semantic graph neu-
ral network to improve the capacity of proposal generation.
We train these models under two settings: with or without
negative samples. As we focus on evaluating the localiza-
tion performance of the model, during testing we generate
video-level class labels using TSM-R50 model and combine
labels with the proposals generated above.

Evaluation metrics. We take mean Average Precision
(mAP) at 0.5, 0.75, 0.95 IoU thresholds as the main evalu-
ation metric. We also report average mAP over 10 different
IoU thresholds [0.5 : 0.05 : 0.95].

Results and analysis. The temporal localization results
are reported in Table 4. We can see a clear performance
drop on average-mAP (11.4% on G-TAD and 22.5% on
BMN) when models are tested with negative samples. This
indicates that the proposals generated by negative samples
will also have a high score, which degrades the mAP perfor-
mance of the model. It is also worth noticing that negative
samples have larger influences on BMN than G-TAD. This
may indicate that G-TAD can better utilize context informa-
tion with the graph structure, and capture the subtle differ-
ences of actions. By adding our collected negative samples
in training, the mAP of the model improves by 1.9% for
G-TAD and 13.3% for BMN, which demonstrates the bene-
fits of introducing negative samples in training for accurate
temporal location regression.

4.3. Spatial-temporal action detection

Experiment setup. We employ YOWO [20] as the base-
line model. YOWO is a single-stage end-to-end spatial-
temporal action detection framework. It contains two
branches, 2D CNN for spatial feature extraction and 3D
CNN for temporal modeling, as well as a Channel Fu-
sion and Attention Mechanism (CFAM) to fuse the two
branches. The model is first trained with frame-level de-
tection. We take 16 frames and resize them to 224 × 224
for input. During the testing stage, we follow [10] for link-
ing score calculation, and apply the Viterbi algorithm for
finding the optimal path to generate tubes.

For negative video samples in our dataset, in order to
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Figure 5. Multi-label classification results of different classes by training with or without collected negative samples (NS).

Figure 6. Confusion matrix on Charades by models pretrained on
CDAD and Kinetics.

a. Drink water b. Pour water

c. Eat a sandwich d. Rub mouth with towel
Figure 7. Samples of actions from Charades for feature analysis.

keep consistency between positive and negative samples,
we sample 1 frame/second for both training and testing.

Evaluation metrics. We follow [20] and employ two
popular metrics for evaluation. 1) Frame-mAP@0.5-IOU.
This metric measures the area under the detection precision-
recall curve for each frame at 0.5 IOU threshold. 2) Video-
mAP@(0.1,0.2,0.5)-IOU. It focuses on action tubes. The
detected tube is regarded as a correct action instance if the
mean per frame IOU with the ground truth across all frames
of the action segment is greater than a threshold, and the
action label is correctly predicted.

Results and analysis. As we can see from Table 5, the
negative samples at the testing stage have a huge influence
on spatial-temporal action detection. The frame-mAP@0.5-
IOU and Video-mAP@0.1-IOU drop by 53.6% and 36.9%,
respectively. Using negative samples during training im-

Methods N-train N-test V-mAP F-mAP0.1 0.2 0.5

YOWO
× × 48.41 48.07 43.80 70.13
× ✓ 11.54 11.44 9.94 16.55
✓ ✓ 27.27 27.16 25.39 21.67

Table 5. Spatial-temporal detection experiments on CDAD.

proves both regression and classification accuracy. The
frame-mAP improves by 5.12% and video-mAP@0.1-IOU
improves by 15.7%, which indicates the effectiveness of
negative samples. However, the model performance still has
much room to be improved, raising new challenges for fu-
ture research on spatial-temporal action detection.

5. Conclusion and discussions

In this work, we established a new action dataset,
namely common daily action dataset (CDAD), which con-
tains 57,824 videos for 23 types of common daily actions.
For every positive sample of the target action, we collected
several associated negative support samples, which were
proven very crucial for learning the desired class bound-
aries. Rich annotations were collected for CDAD, including
multi-class action labels, start-end time of the actions, and
spatial bounding boxes of the actions. We conducted exten-
sive experiments to provide baseline results and validated
the importance of the collected negative samples in three
tasks: multi-label action recognition, temporal action local-
ization and spatial-temporal action detection. The proposed
CDAD dataset provided an important benchmark for hu-
man daily action understanding. In particular, it allowed re-
searchers to investigate in-depth the roles and effects of neg-
ative examples, which are highly similar to positive ones, on
robust action understanding model learning.

Though the proposed CDAD has large volumes of video
number, total video time, action instances, and collected
negative samples, it has a relatively limited number of cat-
egories. In addition, the background scenes in CDAD are
not rich enough, either. We will consider enriching the cate-
gories and background scenes of CDAD in the future, facil-
itating the research of practical daily action understanding.
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